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Dispatching Specialized Nursing Staff in LA: 
  
The LAFD Nurse Practitioner Response Unit 
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LAFD Low-Acuity Calls 



Increase in Frequent EMS Users 

CY2012 CY2013 CY2014 

>15 Transports/yr 31 170 172 

11-15 Transports/yr 63 210 228 

6-10 Transports/yr 368 880 999 
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Calender Year 

Unique Frequent Users, 2012-2014 

>15 Transports/yr 

11-15 Transports/yr 

6-10 Transports/yr 



 
12 month pilot project 
 
Treat and Release/ Treat and Refer 
 
Sponsored by Mayor’s Innovation Grant 
 
Medical oversight 
 
Follow-up at 1d, 7d, 30d  
•  Experience of Care 
•  Quality of Care 
•  Care utilization 
 
Supported by: 
•  Mayor Garcetti 
•  Los Angeles City Council 
•  LA Times 
•  LAFD Union 
•  Los Angeles County Community 

Health 
•  Los Angeles County EMS Agency 

Editorial Let paramedics and nurse
practitioners handle some 911 calls

By THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

APRIL 8, 2015, 5:00 AM

T here's nothing — nothing — that irritates people more about the department they otherwise
love than watching a 50-foot firetruck with a crew of fully suited firefighters show up to a
911 call for a heart attack or bee sting. Inevitably, someone watching the drama will gripe,

"Why can't they just send an ambulance?"

It's a valid question. The answer is an unnecessarily complex one that dates to a time when fighting
fires was still the main mission of most fire departments. But times have changed. "Structure fires" are
fewer and farther between. Today, nearly 90% of the calls to the Los Angeles Fire Department are for
medical service.

Yet the department still has far more ladder trucks and engines than ambulances, and far too often it
sends trucks to deal with situations for which an ambulance would be cheaper and more efficient.

A proposal by Councilman Mitchell Englander could start reordering priorities at the LAFD by
diverting the least-urgent medical calls to a team of just two people — a nurse practitioner and a
paramedic. They would use an ambulance, but the goal would be to treat people who call with minor
medical needs right there at the scene, rather than schlepping them to the hospital — thus saving
millions of dollars each year on ambulance rides and hospital admittances. Nurse practitioners are
able to do more than paramedics, including writing prescriptions and performing minor procedures.

Between calls, this nurse practitioner unit would reach out to "superusers" — people who call 911 more
than 50 times a year — to help them find services and resources before they pick up the phone again.

If the program worked as intended, there would be more firetrucks available to respond quickly to
serious emergencies. Many of the people stuck in an expensive home-to-hospital cycle would be dealt
with at home, more effectively and efficiently. That's what happened in Mesa, Ariz.

Two years ago, that city of about 450,000 people tried a similar program with two teams to take low-
urgency 911 calls. The trial was so successful — with about $3 million in savings on ambulance
transports and hospital admissions in 2013 alone and, anecdotally at least, many stories of improved
care — that Mesa rolled out an expanded version in February. L.A. would use just one team, deployed
in an as-yet-unidentified part of the city, for its yearlong pilot program. This is the type of innovation

Nurse Practitioner Response Unit 



LAFD NPRU Goals 

u New, innovative approach to prehospital care 

u  Treat and release low acuity patients 

u Help EMS super users to ↓ their rate of 911 utilization 

u  Improve care to a very underserved community 

u  Increase availability of LAFD resources for true 
emergencies 



NPRU Services Provided 

u Physical exam 
u On-scene blood testing (iStat) 
u Asthma treatments 
u Laceration repair 
u Wound Care 
u Medication administration and prescription 



Initial metrics:  
First month of operation 

u Mean # responses/day:  5.8 (max 12) 

u Mean time on scene: 24 min 

u % of pts successfully diverted = 51% 

u Mean age: 40 (range 1-81) 

u Most common co-morbidities: HTN/DM/
Asthma 



What’s Next 

u EMS resources triaging NPRU-eligible patients 
u  Taxi cab vouchers 
u Partnership with social workers for EMS super-users 
u Real-time eligibility verification 
u Direct referral for timely primary care follow-up 
u  Field Ultrasound and Telemedicine 
u NPs at dispatch 
u  Launch of Patient Liaison Program 



Conclusions 

u  First fully-municipal Nurse Practitioner Response Unit in major 
metropolitan area 

u Provide treatment on scene 
u Help underserved populations with chronic disease mgmt 
u Create a network of linkage to care from the field 
u  Treat and release/Treat and Refer (instead of “You call, we 

haul”) 



THANK YOU 


